
Star Trek Adventures

The Last Outpost
Director’s Cut

Synopsis

In pursuit of Ferengi marauders, the Enterprise and its quarry become trapped by a

mysterious planet that is draining both ships' energies.



How to Use this
Module

Have you ever dreamed of being in an episode

of Star Trek: The Next Generation. Well, we

can do you one better. Now, you can be the

director (a.k.a. gamemaster). Just grab some

players, pick your favorite TNG characters (or

make up some new ones), and start playing.

[Use with the Star Trek Adventures: TNG

Player Characters and the Star Trek

Adventures Core Rulebook to play. Or really

up the ante and play as Klingons by using the

Klingon Core Rulebook.]

This module is based on a Star Trek TNG

episode that introduces the Ferengi, however,

these Ferengi are somewhat different from

the Ferengi that we see later on. Feel free to

introduce the Rules of Acquisition or other

elements that we know of Ferengi culture that

weren't presented when this episode

originally aired.

The stakes of this adventure are extremely

high and threatening. It is so high that failure

could mean the destruction of the Enterprise!

With this in mind begin this game with 3

Threat per player.

DIRECTIVES

● Capture the Ferengi vessel suspected

of stealing a Federation-owned T-9

energy converter from Gamma Tauri

IV.

● Gain more knowledge about the

Ferengi.

● Prime Directive
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Teaser

Gamemasters’ Guidance: The text will

assume you are playing the TNG Characters,

if not feel free to insert your own group. The

adventure also starts In media res. So your

crew should be ready to act.

The USS Enterprise-D is in pursuit of a Ferengi

D’Kora Class vessel (See Core Rule Book pg.

267) suspected of stealing a

Federation-owned T-9 energy converter from

Gamma Tauri IV. The mission is also a

long-awaited opportunity to encounter the

Ferengi, who have never established visual

contact with the Federation. The two ships

will start at long range from each other, with a

planet in close range to the Ferengi ship.

The Ferengi ship will try to lose the Enterprise

by the planet in the Delphi Ardu system and

goes to sub-warp speed, and suffers a power

surge and damages their engines. When the

Enterprise moves to Medium range, the

Ferengi ship opens fire on the Enterprise.

Spend 2 Threat per player character to

create a Reversal. The Enterprise will suffer a

power system failure, becoming immobilized

as phasers and shields go off-line. The

Enterprise will be left with 0 power points.
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ACT ONE

In this Act, there is the opportunity

for players to gain momentum and

for the GM to accumulate Threat.

The Enterprise will start the scene

with 2 Power Points. Figuring out

what is happening to the ship can

be a series of tasks on how to

conserve or generate power. For

every task the players try to gain

power, it should drain the

Enterprise the same amount of

Power Points they gain. Also, any attempt

to break orbit will drain the power points

used right away so no movement happens.

If any hails are made to the Ferengi ship, the

Ferengi do not respond.

Gamemasters’ Guidance: Give players a

chance to try things out with different rolls to

generate power. They will eventually have to

try an Extended Task using the Scientific

Method with “It’s the Planet” being the right

way.

STEP 1: OBSERVE

● This is a Reason/ Daring +

Engineering/ Science difficulty 1 task.

Success means this is an Engineering

task with the highest rating in

Engineering becomes the Research

Lead.

STEP 2: HYPOTHESIZE

● Players suggest 3 to 5 ideas on what

might be happening, based on any

relevant focuses their players might

possess. If one of these ideas does not

include “it’s the planet”, the

gamemaster gains 1 point of Threat

and the players then go back and

discuss more ideas.

At this point, it is discovered the computer

data banks are being accessed by some

unknown external source.
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ACT TWO

The Ferengi DaiMon Tarr (Use page 327 of the

Core book for DaiMon Tarr’s stats.) hails the

Enterprise. The DaiMon says that he is ready to

discuss surrender.

This is a Social Conflict with DaiMon Tarr.

If the PCs win, the DaiMon will surrender but

not an unconditional surrender: he will return

the energy converter and offer the lives of the

second officers.

If DaiMon Tarr wins, he thinks there is profit to

be made and tells the Enterprise that his crew

has figured out how to deactivate the energy

field and will give them the answers for

500,000 pieces of Gold Pressed Latinum.

It is now clear that both ships are trapped,

and that the Ferengi are not the actual source

of the energy field.

Continue the Scientific Method

STEP 3: TESTING

● This is a Reason/ Darring +

Engineering/ Science difficulty 3 task.
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On a success, the following information is

learned about the planet.

● A probe can be launched from the

Enterprise using power from research.

The probe transmits its information,

revealing that indeed both ships are

trapped in a force field emanating

from the planet's surface.

● The probe also reveals the planet

might be one of the most distant

outposts of the Tkon Empire, an

ancient and powerful space federation

that existed over six hundred

thousand years in the past and was

now extinct due to their star going

supernova.

On a failure, it means the Ferengi have figured

out this information, and the Gamemaster

gains 4 points of Threat.

The Ferengi, hails the players again and asks if

they are ready. This can lead to more Social

Conflicts as they agree upon what to

exchange. As the final resolution to the Social

Conflict and in order to solve the common

problem, which is endangering both ships.

It should be agreed upon for each side to send

a joint away team of Starfleet officers and

Ferengi down to the surface. Despite the

apparent risks, including a loss of

communication and no way to beam back on

board the Enterprise, the away team beams to

the planet.

On the surface, the Enterprise members are

initially separated and try to rejoin. The

Gamemaster should spend 1 Threat to split

the party. The planet's surface is full of

crystalline tree shapes and the sky is beset by

thunder and lightning. The away team are

attacked by the Ferengi away team armed

with energy whips (Ranged, 5 CD Intense, Size

1H, Non-lethal) (Use Ferengi Pirate Stats in the

Alpha Quadrant Book Page 119.)
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ACT THREE

On the Enterprise, the situation is getting

critical, as life support is failing. All energy will

need to be diverted to the family decks to

extend their survival. It is getting colder and

very dark. Tasks can be made to sustain what

little power is available instead of draining the

same amount of power that is generated, now

it drains the amount generated plus 1 more.

If the Enterprise reaches 0 power points life

support will fail.

Meanwhile, on the planet, a mysterious figure

materializes and is very loud manner sending

the acutely hearing Ferengi trio into agony.

The newly-arrived entity declares himself as

Portal 63, a guardian of the Tkon Empire, and

asks the away teams whether they want to

enter the Empire. It turns out that Portal 63

has trapped the starships and drained their

power in the energy field until the occupants

are proven worthy of continued existence and

entrance to the Tkon Empire.

"Who will meet the challenge?"

Portal 63 is telepathic and has other

tremendous powers including the ability to

change appearance to match the forms it

encounters. None can get past Portal 63 and

none may leave.

If the Ferengi are still around they too will

meet Portal 63’s challenge. The Ferengi try to

strike a friendship with the Portal, asking for

control of their ship and promising to destroy

the Enterprise and its crew. They describe the

Humans as savages and barbarians and

misrepresent Humanity by noting their

non-interference with other civilizations as

proof of being against legal trade. Also, their
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allowance of females to wear clothing is proof

of their "insanity".

The PCs only have a number of rolls they can

make for each PC present to take the test.

Once each PC has taken a turn, if the PCs have

not succeeded then Ships in Orbit lose all

power and are left to die or could be

destroyed outright.

EXTENDED TASK:

Work Track: 20, Magnitude: 3, Difficulty: 3;

Resistance: 2

With a Magnitude of 3, the Players need 3

Breakthroughs in passing the tests of the

Guardian. The tests are of a philosophical

nature and should include Presence, Insight,

and Reason among the attributes used to

resolve the extended task.

● Breakthrough 1: This shows what

Portal 63's test is really about. As with

all Extended Tasks, reduce the

Difficulty of further Tasks by 1 for each

Breakthrough.

● Breakthrough 2: Shows what Portal

63 values to allow entry. As with all

Extended Tasks, reduce the Difficulty

of further Tasks by 1 for each

Breakthrough.

● Breakthrough 3: Shows a way to get

Portal 63 to release the trapped

Starship and entrance to the Tkon

Empire.

Threat spends suggestions or Critical Failures

suggestions: Gamemasters may spend 2

Threat at any point during the challenge to

cause a complication.

Complications: Portal 63 becomes

dissatisfied with the answers. Extended Task

Difficulty is increased by 1 or Resistance is

increased by 2.
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CONCLUSION

The Portal explains to the players that he

would usually destroy both ships since they

were fighting, but then he saw that they were

curiously trying to cooperate. The Portal asks

the players if they want him to destroy the

Ferengi, The Portal will engage in questions

about Ferengi and if they will learn to act

beyond their current ways. Portal 63 says he

will sleep until needed again and then

disappears in a flash of lightning.

Onboard the Enterprise, the energy converter

has been regained and all returns to normal.
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